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Parents, teachers, therapists, and anyone who cares about a child or teen on the autism spectrum

needs this essential roadmap to prepare our youth for being successful adults in todayâ€™s world.

Best-selling author, autism advocate, and animal science professor Dr. Temple Grandin joins

psychologist and autism specialist Dr. Debra Moore in spelling out the steps you can take to restore

your childâ€™s hope and motivation, and what you must avoid. Eight life stories told by people on

the autism spectrum, including chapters on subjects such as how to get kids off their computers,

how to build on their strengths and get back to caring about their lives, and how to find a path to a

successful, meaningful life make this a â€œMUST-READ BOOK.â€•
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The loving push is hands down, the best autism book aimed at late teens (through to mid-twenties

and sometimes beyond).Â  If you have one of these kids already, this is the book to get....

particularly if they spend "too much time" on the computer and/or in their bedroom. I really

can&apos;t praise this book enough. - Life with Aspergers BlogThis dynamic duo - Dr. Grandin

speaking from personal experience and Dr. Moore from a professional perspective of treating

individuals with autism spectrum disorders - combine their wealth of knowledge to help parents

determine just how much to push their child so they can blossom into adults that thrive. Finding just

the right balance between pushing your child to do for self and helping your child too much, is

always a challenge but exploring the two hundred ten pages of this book will guide parents to find

what works best for their unique child. -Parent Coaching for Autism websiteDr. Moore. I have read



your book "The Loving Push". I absolutelyÂ love it and highly recommend it to anyone who interacts

with people on the autism spectrum. Well done! Â Karen Thomas,Â Author of Naturally Healing

Autism.Young adults on the autism spectrum face significant challenges as they transition to

adulthood, with many being socially isolated, unemployed, and lacking services. More needs to be

done to help them thrive to the best of their abilities and attain a high quality of life.Â "The Loving

Push" addresses these issues with a direct, yet empathetic and positive discussion of ways we can

enhance the potential of "spectrum kids" of any age to achieve productive and meaningful adult

lives.The authors convey a critical message that, more than other children and youth, those on the

autism spectrum must overcome "learned helplessness" and move beyond their comfort zone in

order to reach their full, unique potential. Pushing is necessary," the authors write, "because those

on the spectrum are unlikely to automatically pick up the mundane but necessary tasks of daily life

without us intentionally nudging them and providing them with information, encouragement, and

persistence."Â The book begins by sharing 8 inspiring profiles and using real-life stories to illustrate

the three essential components of success: "Avoiding Learned Helplessness, Learning

Optimism/Resisting Habitual Negative Thinking, and The Critical Impact of Mentors." The section on

"Getting Families and Schools to Work Together" is especially important, given that transition

planning is a critical part of preparing students for life after high school and producing the best

outcomes. Young adults on the spectrum are particularly vulnerable during the initial years in the

transition to adulthood when there is a shift in service provision after leaving high school.Â The book

also addresses the issue of anxiety and depression. The authors discuss evidence-based

psychotherapy approaches such as cognitive-behavioral therapy and "mindfulness" techniques to

reduce stress, and improve mood. Group support for children, teens, and parents is referenced, as

well as important commentary on "Psychotherapy Approaches Not Recommended." Tips and

cautions about medication are also discussed."The Loving Push" devotes considerable attention to

compulsive gaming and how it can turn kids on the spectrum into "media recluses". Since youth on

the spectrum tend to engage in restricted and repetitive behaviors, they are at higher risk for

developing addictive game play. Preoccupation with video games and trouble disengaging from

them limits the opportunity for learning critical social and problem-solving skills. This Chapter warns

parents and educators about the dangers of video games and screen-based media and lists steps

they can take to minimize the negative effects of compulsive gaming.Parents are often surprised to

learn that daily living skills are more important than autism symptoms, language or IQ when it

comes to employment and life satisfaction. Part III (Preparing Your Child for Adulthood) discusses

building blocks for independent living. Explicit teaching of these life skills prior to the transition to



adulthood is crucial if we expect kids to have the necessary skills to live independently and

negotiate adult life."The Loving Push" is a must read guide to preparing spectrum kids for a

successful transition to self-reliance and independence in adult life. The book is highly

recommended for parents, caregivers, and families, but also for professionals in private practice,

schools, colleges/universities, and community settings who work with children, teens, and adults on

the spectrum.Lee A. Wilkinson, PhD, CCBT, NCSP author of A Best Practice Guide to Assessment

and Intervention for Autism and Asperger Syndrome in Schools, editor ofÂ Autism Spectrum

Disorder in Children and Adolescents: Evidence-Based Assessment and Intervention in

SchoolsÂ and, author of Overcoming Anxiety and Depression on the Autism Spectrum: A Self-Help

Guide Using CBT.

"As a parent of children who have autism, I found this book information and thought-provoking.

Sound research, practical techniques, and real-life stories give helpful advice, and interesting and

tangible real-life examples of struggle, persistence, and hope make it personally engaging.

Challenges are not sugarcoated, and i appreciated the authors&apos; ability to have

straightforward, honest discussions while continuing to offer hope and a positive message. Â While

this book teaches parents how to give a loving push to a family member with autism spectrum

disorder, it also provides a loving push for parents, teachers, and community members who care

about and want to see people with autism live rewarding and fulfilling lives."Â - Jane Coburn, mother

of two kids on the spectrum, Rehabilitation Specialist, and Advisor to Full Spectrum Farms, a unique

community for those on the spectrum."There are some certainties in life - children on the autism

spectrum will grow up and their parents won&apos;t always be with them. Â Time for planning for

these events simply cannot be wasted. The Loving Push provides an excellent framework for

thinking about what it takes for someone on the autism spectrum to reach for their potential. Â It

reminds us all how much easier it is for us to do something for someone, rather than making sure

they can and will do it for themselves. It thoughtfully pushes us to examine how we might

inadvertently sabotage a successful, independent future for someone out of our love and fear.

Â Adults and teenagers on the spectrum, parents of all-aged ASD children, and those who work with

them would all benefit from reading and thinking about these lessons. Â It is an important piece of

work that cannot be overlooked."-Barbara Russo-Sprouls, mother of an ASD daughter, Special

Education teacher, and former member of the Center for Autism and Related Disorders."Providing

insight to the uniqueness of those on the autism spectrum, The Loving Push offers well-rounded

and practical suggestions for parents to encourage their children to utilize their gifts and talents to



gain confidence and independence in purposeful and meaningful daily life skills and in academic

and vocational pursuits."- Beth Aune, OTR/L, Owner-Therapist, Desert Occupational Therapy for

Kids, Inc.

"The Loving Push" is a collaboration between Debra Moore and Temple Grandin that provides some

advice for teaching teens and youth with Autism. Because Autism is one of my son's diagnosis, and

I found one of Ms. Grandin's other books very enlightening, I purchased this. For me, after

previewing the "look inside" function, there was a question in my mind about how much of this book

could be applicable to my son's situation, as it seems by and large to be geared towards those with

Asperger's, which is a higher functioning form of Autism than my son has. Because he also has

Sotos Syndrome, and a duplication in his 5th chromosome, our situation doesn't really fit neatly into

anybody's camp, so often I feel like when I read things, I have to pick out the parts that I feel can be

useful in application to my son's therapy regime regardless, so I decided to take a chance on this

one anyways. So this is a review is aimed at any parent who has a child who would be considered

lower functioning.Without a doubt, I agree with the general premise of this book, and I think it can be

generalized to kiddos with lower functioning Autism. When my son's sensory problems first

emerged, they were so severe, his Occupational Therapist at the time expressed doubt that he

would ever be able to tolerate the school environment. My little man, for example, puked when

things touched his skin he didn't like, puked when people got to close to him, puked if he didn't like

the smells...there was a time when I couldn't go anywhere in public without getting puked on, peed

on, or pooped on. He's been in therapy for 2.5 years now, and I've worked tirelessly with him, gently

pushing him forward by pushing him just to the threshold of a reaction on something and then

pulling back, and gradually moving that line forward once his tolerance improved. Kind of basically

like the parable of boiling a frog. Push them into the hot water, they will freak out and jump out.

Slowly crank up the heat, and they adjust. Not that my son is a frog, or that I'm boiling him, but he

was able to enter into a developmental preschool program this past year and hasn't puked on

anybody so much as once. Now that doesn't mean he's cooperating with them, or that all of his

other sensory challenges aren't needing to be worked with, because all of those things are. But I

know that if we hadn't been gently pushing him forward, my son wouldn't have made the progress

he has.I think also that in general, as a parent of a child with significant disability, speaking to

parents who also may have a child with significant disability, I would also add that you shouldn't be

afraid to provide some gentle encouragement to the therapy members involved. Everybody has

boxes they want to put my son in, I have noticed. Many people we work with have come to



conclusions about the limitations they think my son will have. And some of them may end up being

right, but what I know for sure is that the moment you stop trying, you've set your own limit and

that's all you're going to get. So we're shooting for all of the skills we can, and we'll be grateful for

whatever we can help him to acquire, because some day he will have to navigate this world without

our help. And nobody, including me at my most optimistic, thinks that he will be able to be fully

independent. But if all of this gentle pushing gets him to the assisted living level as opposed to the

total care level, it will have been worth it. And literally, I walk around like a 24/7 therapy session with

this kiddo. I used to have hobbies, right?Which brings me to the final point from this book I think can

be generalized to a kiddo who is lower functioning. As parents and caregivers, you must take care

of yourselves. I don't know anybody personally with a child who's struggles are as profound as

mine... I know they are out there, but I don't know nor am I in contact with a single one. That can be

very isolating, on top of the stresses of managing the difficulties that have come from each of his

medical conditions. Many of my hobbies I may have had to give up, but taking time for myself

somewhere whenever possible helps keep my head recharged and in this game. Most days that

looks like my workout time, or a long walk with him in the stroller. But what they say in there is

correct, if you want to help someone, you have to first make sure you're standing in a safe place

yourself.In general, many parents with a kiddo with significant challenges may read the specific

examples in this book and think "I only wish those were the problems I was dealing with." That is not

to minimize the difficulties that these families detailed in the book have gone through, but it is a very

different level of functioning and challenges, and that may make this book feel less applicable to

families with lower functioning kiddos, if for example, you're dealing with hours a day of a child with

self-injurious behavior, or who is non-verbal, or who has significant motor challenges, or who once

you got them over their sensory issues for squishy stuff thinks painting with their poopy diapers is

awesome and had become obsessed with it for a period of time. But I still think the main take away

points are pertinent and useful, and while not always easy to apply, can be generalized to children

with different struggles.

This book was very helpful for me, lucky mom of a super kid with an asd diagnosis. It confirmed for

me the things I'm doing right and brought attention to the areas where I need to change. Parents

sometimes need the "loving push" as well.

This is a very good book.Once again Temple Grandin helps me to better understand my two

children who have autism. She is a gift to all parents of autistic children.I have not worked my way



through all suggestions in the book, but I have started pushing them to get "out of comfort zones".

My son would just play video games all day if I let him. As she suggested I enrolled him in a soccer

program and I make him attend all practices and games. He is now beginning to come out of that

shell he keeps himself in. He is playing outside more with the neighborhood children. He is even

going on some of my runs with me. It just took a little "loving push".I look forward to implementing

more of the book!

Wonderful book filled with family stories and wisdom about the transition years for persons on the

autism spectrum. I've tried for many years to explain to parents that they need to push their ASD

offspring -- that people on the spectrum fear change and don't automatically seek independence

they way most teens do. This is a highly readable book that I have recommended countless times in

the past year.I wish the author had included more about the struggles that these families and their

young people have faced -- especially with regards to rude language, irritable behavior, and how to

recover from setbacks. I'd have also included the number of times that these young people are told

"no" or are misjudged. It would have made the book a more accurate reflection of this process.

Even as a mom with a young son, this book was very informative. Looking ahead is helpful and

often not addressed early on. The personal stories were very helpful. Towards the end of the book

there were some overreaching statements, but I took this book as two people's opinion on

Asperger's and although I didn't agree with all of it, it was an informative and helpful book.

This is a wonderful book. Temple Grandin and Debra Moore collaborate in discussing how to set

expectations for children and teens with ASD. The Loving Push comes about as a way of

overcoming the child's resistance to change that is needed for the child to become a fully

functioning adult. Another important part of the book focuses on video gaming and how the ASD

brain is especially susceptible to gaming addiction. The authors' extensive discussion suggests

ways to help media addicted teens and young adults to change.As the author of Gifted Children with

ADHD, Asperger Syndrome and Other Learning Deficits, I appreciate the frank discussion of how

very high functioning youth can flounder despite academic success in high school and college due

to lack of essential life skillsÂ Different Minds: Gifted Children With Ad/Hd, Asperger Syndrome, and

Other Learning Deficits.

Still reading. . .this book speaks of the importance of encouraging ASD people--which for most, can



make the difference in whether or not he/she will be a functional adult. This book is more geared

toward teens and young adults with ASD, but I am gaining a few useful tools for my preschooler.

The stories and examples are good and very interesting to read.

This was extremely helpful both in offering suggestions of how to prepare my 9 year old grandson

for the teen years and at the same time affirming all that we have noticed about how he interacts

with his world. We have given him the book to read to learn more about how he interacts people and

what his challenges/strengths are. I will be very curious how he responds to it.
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